About

Us
At The Play Company, we exist
to help our clients in the world
of play to thrive. We do this by
designing and manufacturing
play equipment in our Devon
factory and installing it all over
the world.
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Whether you are after indoor or
outdoor play, inflatable parks
or Strike Arena, we’ve got you
covered.

We also offer a variety of
maintenance and cleaning
services, so you can get on
with doing what you do best
– running your attraction,
generating revenue and growing
your business.

Bespoke Designs

We design bespoke soft play,
climbing walls, trampoline parks,
inflatable parks and interactive
assault courses to fit your space,
your brand and your target
clientele.

Our in-house manufacturing
team will make all your soft play
equipment for your soft play area.

Manufacture

Install

We will install your new play area
to the highest standards, making
sure it’s safe for your visitors and
complies with required regulations
of BS EN 1176, PAS5000 and ASTM.

Marketing

Cleaning &
Hygiene

Maintenance
& Service

We will complete a full photshoot
of your new play area to share
with you to assist with social media
promotion and help launch and
grow your business.

We provide the best quality deep
clean and fogging services, as well
as sanitised ball washing, carpet
cleaning and hard floor cleaning.

We offer soft play and all other
play area maintenance, repairs and
service.
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Our mission is
to create
a brand
renowned for
sustainability,
innovation and
trust.

We are
the UK’s
leading play
people - We love
what we do and are
especially proud of
our bespoke designs.
We manufacture,
install and repair to a
super high standard.
We are happy,
hardworking and
our customers
love us.
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DESIGN

ANALYSIS

We will work with you and the
space you have to work out the
best features for you. Then we
will create the perfect design
for that space.

We will help you to understand
your target market, complete a
competitor analysis and perfect
your business plan to achieve
success
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MANUFACTURING

INSTALLATION

After the design is signed off,
we get creating – our team right
here in the UK will cut and sew,
hammer and glue until all the
hardware is ready to go.

We will get cracking on site,
with our expert team swiftly
and safely building your play
installations.

Hobbledown
Family fun

The Client
If you’ve never come across Hobbledown before
(their first site was in Epsom), then they are
definitely worth checking out – they’re part of
a number of companies seriously raising the
stakes as far as children-friendly destinations are
concerned.

The Challenge
The Hobbledown team had a vision to create a
soft play that was completely unique, something
that had never been done before and offered the
magic and "WOW" factor that encapsulates the
Hobbledown brand. They wanted to introduce a
natural look and feel to the play area and did not
want the soft play to look like .... a soft play!
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What We Did
One aspect we loved about this job was the ability to work so closely
with the client on the design of frame down to the finest of details.
Every part of the job was entirely bespoke – we collaborated with a
3D theming company to build the wooden houses, a bespoke play
panel manufacturer to create the ultimate games room and Rugged
Interactive to introduce gamification with interactive climbing walls
and a ninja run within the frame. Finally, our installation team
demonstrated why they are the best in the business to create this true
one-of-a-kind soft play area.

The Result
The result is quite simply "WOW" and it is an
honour to be able to say that The Play Company
have created a play area unlike anything else
out there. A junior area, toddler frame and baby
area seamlessly combine within the space and it
doesn’t end there. There is also a games room,
ninja run and various sensory areas, allowing
users to play, learn and relax. Hobbledown is a
premium experience, and they were clear that
they needed it to feel as such – the
quality of the products we provide is one of the
key reasons why they decided to go with us.
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Lower Drayton
Farm
All-year round revenue

The Client
Lower Drayton Farm is a family-run, rapidly growing
business in Penkridge Staffordshire, offering indoor
and outdoor attractions, as well as self-catering and
bed and breakfast accommodation

The Challenge
While Lower Drayton Farm has grown fast in recent
years, they have still have had one major challenge:
making money all year round.
Although their outdoor attractions worked really well
in summer, they did not have enough to offer when
the weather was cold and grey, and that’s where they
wanted our help to build a brand new soft play area
that could be used all year round.
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What We Did
The team at Lower Drayton Farm had a two-storey
barn built for the soft play to sit in, and then we got
busy doing what we do.
We drew up plans to maximise the space, mapping
out a junior frame as well as a separate toddler
area. What was clear from discussion with the
Lower Drayton team was that they really wanted
the “WOW” factor, to differentiate themselves from
their competition, so we specified a very large
3-level play frame, role play area and one of the
largest Astro slide in the UK.

The Result
Using 3,000 linear metres of steel,
construction finishing in 2019,
allowing Lower Drayton to open
their indoor doors throughout the
autumn and winter.
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BoxPark
Croydon

A new kind of customer

The Client
BoxPark Croydon is a popular destination for great
food and live performances in South London. Built
up from 80 shipping containers, it’s a bit of a street
food hotspot. Thirty traders cook up dishes for
their countless customers every weekend; each one
different, each one delicious. Every week, BoxPark
hosts all sorts of live events, from music to poetry,
jewellery making or workouts. It’s a very cool place.

The Challenge
As you can probably imagine, trade at BoxPark
booms at night and over the weekend. Their
customers tend to be young professionals, hipsters
and indie kids; you don’t see many children there.
The team decided to work on bringing in more
custom on weekday mornings, for that, they needed
to focus on a different target customer – parents.
The solution had to be something that kids could
enjoy while their parents made the most of the trade
at BoxPark. And it had to be something that could
come out every weekday morning and quickly be
removed before the afternoon rush began.
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What We Did
We designed a bespoke soft play area that is easy
to assemble and pack away. It uses number coded
retainer blocks that fix onto matching Velcro floor
pads. The staff at BoxPark have clear packing
instructions so that it’s no bother to quickly put away
the soft play later in the day. And, of course, we used
a simple, black and white design to make sure the
equipment fits in with the cool décor at BoxPark.

The Result
Unsurprisingly, the simple addition of a bespoke
soft play area has brought more parents and young
children into the area. The equipment proved a
massive hit and weekday revenue increased as a
result. So much so, that BoxPark Croydon ordered a
second set and then BoxPark Wembley did too.
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Fosseway
Garden Centre
More than plants

The Client
Traditionally, garden centres haven’t been seen as a
place for the whole family but, like many destination
businesses, garden centres are needing to evolve,
grow and look for ways to increase their profits.
Some garden centres have had the vision to widen
their offering and enhance the experience for families.
And that’s exactly what we helped the team at
Fosseway Garden Centre do with a The Play Company
installation in summer 2019.

The Challenge
While Fosseway has seen impressive growth since it
opened in 1990, the team were looking for ways to
further increase footfall and dwell time in the centre.
Something aimed at children seemed the perfect
proposition, to bring in a new source of revenue and
to encourage families into the centre too. We visited
Fosseway to see the lie of the land and spoke with the
team to pinpoint the types of equipment and themes
that appealed to them. Within the week, we sent them
our design proposal featuring a two-tier frame with
baby, toddler and junior areas, and got the go-ahead
to start creating their play barn.
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What We Did
We opted for a brown and green woodland theme to fit in with the
nature aspect of the garden centre and used insect soft play shapes
in the toddler area. There’s all sorts going on inside the junior area,
including an astra slide, a tube slide and a 4-lane slide with bash bags
featuring a cowhide design. And you’ll also find a ballpool, clear, crawlthrough tunnels, a rock wall climbing area, physio balls and cargo
netting. In other words, there’s now a lot for kids and babies to do!

The Result
Since opening in Summer 2019, the play
barn has filled the gap in revenue that
the Fosseway team were looking for and
increased the numbers and dwell-times of
families with young children. The team has
been particularly pleased to welcome more
customers in over the winter months than
they’ve seen in the past too.
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Longleat
Safari Park
Royal play

The Client
Longleat has a long history of entertaining the
British public. It set up shop back in 1966 and was
the very first drive-through safari park outside of
Africa. But it’s not just about watching wild animals
at Longleat, although that is a pretty big deal. There
is a lot of other stuff to keep kids busy here too.
Rides, mazes and play areas are all part of the magic
of Longleat.

The Challenge
Longleat had already installed a huge yurt to house
the new soft play solution they were looking for.
That meant the structure would need to fit inside a
circular area with a pitched roof. It wasn’t going to
be a simple, straightforward job. The yurt sits within
an outdoor play area, which is famously castlethemed. The new soft play area would need to fit in
with the theme and give children the opportunity to
have a great time while they work off some energy.
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The Result
The Longleat team were surprised and impressed at
how easily we could make the new structure fit in with
their well-loved theme. They were also relieved at how
quickly we could do the design and installation. It only
took a week to install ahead of the Easter holidays!
Thing is, I think we were just as excited as they were.

What We Did
We visited Longleat to better understand the limitations of the
yurt and work out how to make the most of the area we had to
work with. Then, we created technical drawings to show how our
design would fit in such an unusual space. Using stitched artwork
on the floor pads and vinyl printed walls and blocks, we made the
entire structure resemble a castle set in a forest. There’s even a
climbing wall to help children reach the princess!
The frame features three levels that reach as high as 3.5m. With
spider webs, slides, spinners, rollers and loads more, every level
gives children the chance to exercise, engage and seriously enjoy
this part of their adventure at Longleat.
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Partyman
Cambridge
Picking up the pieces

The Client
Partyman is one of the leading lights of children’s
play in the UK with 9 children’s soft play centres
across the UK. It’s run by children’s entertainers
who have been in the business since they were
15. So, to say that these ladies and gents know
exactly what they’re looking for is a bit of an
understatement and we were proud to be asked to
design their soft play area for their Cambridge site.

The Challenge
Partyman is an established brand in the UK and
therefore, once they had announced they were
opening in Cambridge, there was a lot of excitement
and buzz in the community for what was to come.
Not only did our frame need to be of the highest
quality, it needed to live up to the expectations of
Partyman's loyal customers and above all, it needed
to be great fun! We also needed to make sure that
we worked to the Partyman business model to
provide a large play frame to fit the space which
would also deliver quick financial returns for this
experienced team.
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What We Did
When it came to recreating the Partyman magic at their Cambridge
site, we pulled out all the stops. We installed an astra slide, a drop
slide and a spiral slide within the main frame for older children. There
are rollers, bash bags, climbing walls, spider webs and tunnels too.
We even added a football pitch and jelly mountain for good measure.
Toddlers and babies have plenty of opportunities for rolling, crawling,
sliding and squeezing too. With games, mirrors, ball pools and hanging
snakes, little ones can explore and stimulate their senses as they go.

The Result
The directors and the staff were delighted
with the results and even more importantly,
their customers love it! There is so much
for everyone to explore that parents and
children keep coming back. High levels
of membership subscriptions and lots of
repeat customers means this centre is going
from strength to strength.
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Quayside
Leisure Centre
More for young families

The Client
The Fusion Lifestyle charity has a diverse portfolio
to their name. Their speciality is refurbishing tired
leisure centres, introducing sustainable solutions
for councils and creating exciting products for
customers. When it came to updating the Quayside
Leisure Centre in Kingsbridge, the architects behind
the refurb came to The Play Company.

The Challenge
As you might expect, the team running the
refurbishment wanted to maximise the capacity of
the space, utilising every inch to improve footfall.
They needed a solution that would increase spend
per child in the play area. The new structure would
be going in next to the centre’s café. So the architects
asked us to create something that would give parents
the chance to enjoy a hot drink while the kids played.
We also wanted to make something that could
increase footfall by encouraging parents to bring
their babies to the site too.
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What We Did
We opted for a brown and green woodland theme to
fit in with the theme of the garden centre and used
insect soft play shapes in the toddler area. There are
lots of features and obstacles throughout the frame,
including an astra slide, a tube slide and a 4-lane
slide with bash bags featuring a cow-print design.
And you’ll also find a ballpool, crawl through tunnels,
a rock wall climbing area, physio balls and cargo
netting. In other words, there’s now a lot for kids and
babies to do!

The Result
The new structure has been a big hit. It’s successfully
created that new revenue stream that Fusion Lifestyle
were looking for. From the local council’s perspective,
the offering really adds to the sustainability of the
Quayside, as it gives young parents and families
another reason to come to the area.
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Sample
Designs
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This small play area was
designed to provide multiple
play areas for babies and
toddlers. We combined a
dedicated baby area with
sensory features alongside a
toddler frame and play space
including puzzle play shapes,
crawl tunnel and toddler slide.
We also included a mini toddler

Sample Design - 1

town within the space to provide
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both active and imaginative play
for the younger age groups to
promote agility, co-ordination
and group play with other
children.
Lots of bespoke artwork
enhance the aesthetic of the
space to make this a vibrant and
fun space to play in.

Size: Small
Age Range: Baby Area and
Toddler Area
Dimensions: 9.76m x 4.88m
Capacity: 36

features for all ages of children
from 0-10 years old with a
dedicated baby area alongside
toddler and junior features
throughout. Despite its smaller
size, this frame is packed with
different activities to keep
children entertained. Featuring
a range of agility features
including cargo nets, spinners
and stepping stones, this frame
also include an interactive
games wall, ball pool and
distinctive white slides which

Sample Design - 2

This medium sized frame offers

really enhance the aesthetic
of the installation to create a
unique design.

Size: Medium
Age Range: Baby Area, Toddler
Area and Junior Area
Dimensions: 14.1m x 7.9m
(Height: 4.2m)
Capacity: 74 (Junior Area) 23
(Baby Area)
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This large frame is packed
with different activities to keep
children entertained for hours.
Providing a baby area, toddler
frame and junior area this
facility will cater for the whole
family. Multiple slides, agility sets
and an LED ball pool provide
lots of fun and the main slide

Sample Design - 3

has a simple log ramp access
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to ensure that parents can
easility play alongside their
children. A dedicated sensory
space provides children with
a calm play area and there
are even two multi-use party
rooms within the frame in allow
the customer to offer party
packages to their customers.

Size: Large
Age Range: Baby Area, Toddler
Area and Junior Area
Dimensions: 17.08m x 9.76m
(Height: 4.8m)
Capacity: 104

"WOW" and it is an honour to
be able to say that The Play
Company have created a play
area unlike anything else out
there. A junior area, toddler
frame and baby area seamlessly
combine within the space and it
doesn’t end there. There is also
a games room, ninja run and
various sensory areas, allowing
users to play, learn and relax.
Hobbledown is a premium
experience, and they were clear
that they needed it to feel as
such – the

Sample Design - 4

The result is quite simply

quality of the products we
provide is one of the key
reasons why they decided to go
with us

Size: Extra large
Age Range: Baby Area, Toddler
Area and Junior Area
Dimensions: 26.92m x 13.5m
(Height: 9.2m)
Capacity: 225
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Standard Specification
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Decks, floor & wall pads are manufactured
using 6lb reconstituted foam. Standard floor pads use
6mm thick plywood with 50mm foam. All upper floor
decks use 18mm thick plywood for increased strength &
safety with 25mm foam for improved impact resistance.
Any electrical components will be removed and replaced
with standard floor pads or deck boards.
Netting uses strong 3mm braided polyethylene netting.

Netting manufactured to meet strength requirements
BS 8409. 25mm pitch netting is used on areas below 2m.
50mm pitch netting is used on areas above 2m. 8mm anti
climb netting is used on areas such as the sides of slides.
Netting is supplied in black as standard.

Fibre Glass Components & Plastic Slides

have excellent impact strength, high quality, smooth
surface finish. Fully UV protected. Available in a range of
colours. All tubes will be manufactured from plastic, astra
and drop slides will be fibreglass.

Steel has a 48.3mm diameter, galvanised steel pipe.
Assembled using tube clamp structural pipe fittings,
manufactured to meet standards BS EN 1562 and 1563.
Capable of supporting loads of up to 900kg.
Structure Padding uses Co - Extruded Low Density

Polyethylene (LDPE), closed foam with an integrally
bonded outer layer for reinforcement and extended
durability. Inert, resistant to oils, gasoline and solvents.
High tensile strength and highly resilient. No additional
jacketing required.

PVC is hard-wearing, durable and tear resistant.
PVC manufactured to meet standards BS3424, testing
for strength, flame and water resistance. Contains no
hazardous ingredients, in accordance with the EC Directive
91/155EC. PVC is used to cover floor pads, decks, wall
pads, structure padding and soft play shapes.

Premium Specification

Decks, floor & wall pads are manufactured
using 6lb reconstituted foam. All ground floor pads use
6mm thick plywood with 50mm foam. All upper floor
decks use 18mm thick plywood for increased strength &
safety with 50mm foam for improved impact resistance.
Netting uses strong 4mm braided polyethylene netting.

Netting manufactured to meet strength requirements
BS 8409. 25mm pitch netting is used on areas below 2m.
50mm pitch netting is used on areas above 2m. 8mm anti
climb netting is used on areas such as the sides of slides.
Netting is supplied in black as standard.

Fibre Glass Components have excellent impact
strength, high quality, smooth surface finish. Fully UV
protected. Available in a range of colours and themes, with
the option of print or paint. Used for items such as slides,
crawl tubes and lookout pods.
Steel has a 48.3mm diameter, galvanised steel pipe.
Assembled using tube clamp structural pipe fittings,
manufactured to meet standards BS EN 1562 and 1563.
Capable of supporting loads of up to 900kg.
Structure Padding uses high quality, flexible,
closed cell polyethylene. Manufactured to meet standards
BS EN ISO 9001:2000, BS EN ISO 14001:1996.
Self-extinguishing & drip free on exposure to fire. Covered
with PVC and fastened securely to the steel structure.
PVC is hard-wearing, durable and tear resistant.

PVC manufactured to meet standards BS3424, testing
for strength, flame and water resistance. Contains no
hazardous ingredients, in accordance with the EC Directive
91/155EC. PVC is used to cover floor pads, decks, wall
pads, structure padding and soft play shapes.
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Other ways
we help you

As well as offering a
bespoke design service
for soft play areas and
strike arenas we can also
offer full FEC solutions.
This is also a free design
service which can include,
high ropes courses, fun
climbing walls, ninja
courses, trampoline
parks, inflatable parks
and climbing gyms. We
design these facilities to
cater to all your needs
with traffic flow and
activity viewing being
at the forefront of each
design.
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This FEC has it all. Soft play,
inflatable park, trampolines and
climbing walls combine to offer
a full day of jumping, running,
bouncing and climbing. An
interactive ninja run and our very
own Strike Arena offer gamification
and pay to play offerings for
customers and an extensive

FEC Design - 1

high ropes course and Sky Rider
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offer exhilaration in this amazing
destination FEC. Catering for all
ages from 0 to adult and delivering
a huge variety of experiences, this
is an FEC that will keep customers
coming back time and time again

Dimensions: 2,600m2
Capacity: 347

to cater for an older audience
from 5 years old to adult which
provided the business with a
high capacity but with minimal
maintenance and marshalling
needs. We combined a large
inflatable area with trampolines,

FEC Design - 2

Our client wanted to create
an FEC within a fixed budget

Strike Arena and a dual use
ninja run that doubled as a
soft play area. We replaced the
traditional foam pits that sit
underneath the balance beam
with airbags to reduce cost and
upkeep and delivered a solution
that not only exceeded their
target capacity but also came in
under budget.

Dimensions: 2,160m2
Capacity: 292
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Drop Slides

Sensory Spaces

Sports Pitches

Ringo Slides

Volcanoes

Ninja Runs

Go Karts

Inflatable Park
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Colours & Themes
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Purple

Red

Yellow

Orange

Mid Green

Light Green

Royal

Ice Blue

Sand

Orangina

Pink

Dark Green

Our in-house designers can design to
any theme, no matter how intricate or
bespoke, and we’ve also got several stock
themes available if you’re looking for
inspiration.

Lime

White

Light Grey

Black

Brown

Dark Grey

Your logo can be incorporated into all
artwork and themes, and we’ve also got
the technology and expertise to transport
that artwork into printed wall panels for
high detail design and appliquéd artwork
for floor areas too.

Colour is a vital part of play, and not just
that, it is a crucial element of your brand
too. Whatever colours make up your
branding, we can match them, as well as
ensuring that the material used is wipeclean, hard-wearing and durable too, so you
can rely on it to last.
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What is Strike
Arena?
38
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Strike Arena is an interactive, team-based
game that offers maximum flexibility to
your facility.

Each game is timed ensuring you can
generate significant revenue over short
periods of time, increasing your profits
and giving you a more predictable and
profitable income.

Designed to promote teamwork and
celebrate shared success, the aim of
This high capacity, low maintenance
the game is to score as many points as
possible by finding and hitting your teams attraction can seamlessly switch between
coloured pods.
‘pay to play’ or ‘free to play’, can be used
by solo players or large teams and can be
enjoyed by children of all ages as well as
adults and corporate groups.
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Bossier City
The Client
With 16 FEC sites across the USA, our client is an
established brand with strong know-how but they
wanted to introduce a new dimension to one of their
existing sites, a new feature that separated them from
the competition and something that would broaden
their client base and open up new markets to their
business.

The Challenge
As soon as we spoke to the client and understood
their requirements, we knew that our Strike Arena
was exactly what they needed. A feature that can
be enjoyed by adults and children alike, caters for
children's birthday parties at the same time as
corporate events and team building days out AND
could flex between pay-to-play and free-to-play
depending on the needs of any particular day.
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The Result
The results have been groundbreaking for the client.
Since installation, it has quickly become one of their
most popular attractions, bringing in between $800
and $1500 per day, and only requires 2 to 3 people
to operate. This has resulted in a profitable $436,000
annual revenue stream from Strike Arena alone and
they are projecting a return on investment after only
6 to 8 months of opening. The Strike Arena area is
incredibly popular zacross all of the target age groups
and even the US military has been using it for teambuilding events! We could not be prouder and the
client cannot wait to add Strike Arena across the rest
of their parks.

What We Did
Working with the client, we identified 10
different obstacle features that would
provide a diverse range of challenges
within the game. Our Power Tower, Ninja
Wall, High Ropes and others combine
to offer a challenge to any participant,
regardless of age across the different
game lengths available. We designed the
layout to maximise visibility of the Arena to
draw customers to want to experience this
new feature and we even included a social
media photo zone so that customers can
post and share their experience online.
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Crealy
The Client
A day out to Crealy was the stuff children’s dreams
were made of during any Devonian childhood, so we
were seriously excited when they came to us, keen to
have a Strike Arena installed.
The simple aim of the game is to score as many points
for your team as possible by hitting as many coloured
pods as you can, while running through the play area
and dealing with numerous obstacles.

The Challenge
There is a Sooty Land area within the Crealy resort,
aimed at the younger audience, and that was where
they wanted their Strike Arena.
They wanted a flow throughout activities and
obstacles that was achievable for this younger age
range, which meant that having buttons in easier to
reach places than normal.
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What We Did
The course itself features bashbags,
fibreglass slides, tunnels, crawl through
areas, webdecks, bungie straps, and we
designed and installed the whole thing
within an existing area of the Crealy resort,
adding value to the proposition and
increasing dwell-time.

The Result
Crealy now have a brand new, modern attraction
which caters towards their younger demographic,
helping them attract more families to their resort.
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Sample
Designs
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This Strike Arena features lots of activities
and obstacles that are designed to
promote and test the skills associated
with parkour. Climbing, jumping and
scrambling skills are needed to win and
the arena even features a 3m jump
into an airbag for those who are brave
enough.
Capacity: 24
Dimensions: 13.5m x 10.0m
(Height: 4.0m)
No. of Pods: 45
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Sample Design - 1

Sample Design - 2

This large Strike Arena can
accommodate up to 60
participants at a time for either 3, 5
or 10 minute games. Featuring our
most popular activities including
X-Wing, Ninja Wall and our double
size Power Tower, this arena caters
for groups of children and adults
alike.
Capacity: 60
Dimensions: 23.18m x 12.2m 		
(Height: 4.5m)
No. of Pods: 45
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Designed to work within a unique
space intersected with pillars, the
flexibility of our Strike Arena designs
shines through to create an amazing
feature for the client. A large variety of
obstacles combined with our 60-pod
installation, this arena can be enjoyed
time and time again by all customer
types.
Capacity: 80
Dimensions: 19.81m x 21.96m
(Height: 5.5m)
No. of Pods: 60
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Sample Design - 3

Sample Design - 4

The first question is, do you go
upstairs or down? Combining our
range of obstacles into a single
frame design, we have created
a Strike Arena that offers fun for
all the family amongst a maze of
features including cargo climbs, a
giant snake forest and tube slides.
Capacity: 45
Dimensions: 12.2m x 7.3m
(Height: 4m)
No. of Pods: 30
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Designing Play Areas Worldwide
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www.theplaycompany.co.uk

+44 1548 521197

info@theplaycompany.co.uk

+44 1548 521197

